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"PRICE TIP" / "PRICE/PERFORMANCE" – VERY GOOD

A COMPACT COMPLETE HI-FI SYSTEM WITH HIRES QUALITY STREAMING
„[...] It delivers a full-bodied and well-rounded, but never
exuberant, sound pattern that is really good fun from the very
outset."
„[...] During my test the MC 200 turned out to be a universal
all-rounder that was thoroughly compelling in terms of sound,
function and design."
„[...] One central operating element: The Magnat Streaming
App. If you have several compatible devices, you can even set up
a multiroom system. Of course, the app also supports various
streaming services such as Spotify, Napster and TIDAL. It is a
reliable control module that is easy for anyone to understand."

Read the full test review at www.lite-magazin.de.

Conclusion:
Magnat provides complete hi-fi coverage for the home in the
shape of its MC 200. The system is compatible with various
streaming services, as well as your music library in your home
network and even your old CD collection. Thanks to wireless
signal transfer and the uncomplicated design of the app,
operation is extremely easy and transmission is reliable at all
times. When used in combination with Magnat's Signature 703
speakers, my test turned out to be a really good sound experience
- regardless of the source selected for the music. Magnat's unit is
also top class when it comes to design, build quality and choice
of materials. The "compact receiver", as the manufacturer calls
its all-rounder, fits well into any living room both in terms of size
and style. Currently on offer for €499, it's also a real insider's
tip! So if you're looking for an all-round hi-fi system that covers
the full spectrum for supplying music, take a look at the MC 200.
It could be worth it!
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